The relation of hand preference to hand performance in left-handers: importance of the left brain.
The associations among hand preference, hand skill (peg moving time, PMT) and hand performance (dot filling/20 s) were analyzed in left-handed subjects. In the total sample, the degree of left-hand preference linearly decreased from -100 to zero (Geschwind scores, GSs) as the number of dots placed by the right hand increased (direct correlation); the left hand did not show any significant relation to GSs. The right-hand PMT linearly decreased as the GSs decreased (negative linear correlation); the left hand skill did not exhibit any significant correlation with GSs. There was a negative linear correlation between right-hand PMT and dot-filling with right hand; the left-hand PMT was not related to dot-filling with left hand. In males, the right-hand PMT showed a negative linear correlation with GSs; no significant correlation between PMT and GSs was found for the left hand. There was a negative linear correlation between right minus left (R - L) PMT and GSs. Dot-filling with right hand was found to be positively linearly correlated with GSs (no correlation for the left hand). The L - R dot-filling showed a negative linear correlation with GSs. PMT for the right hand exhibited a significant negative linear relation to dot-filling only with right hand. Sex and familial sinistrality caused minor changes in these relationships. It was concluded that the left brain would constitute the main factor determining the degree of left-handedness.